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carmageddon: max damage is an ugly, annoying and downright tiresome game. particularly so when played too much. but it's not without its charms. a strong variety in weapons, vehicles and maps. crude humour that can work, at times. it's actually good in small doses, but not worth the current entry fee. carmageddon max damage is an ugly, annoying and downright tiresome game. particularly so when played too much. but it's not without its charms. a strong variety in weapons, vehicles and maps. crude humour that can work, at times. it's actually good in small
doses, but not worth the current entry fee. the original carmageddon game was an absolute sensation in the early 90s. it certainly stands out as one of the more amusing racing games of all time, and it's also probably the only one with a real title. carmageddon: max damage was a shamelessly blatant attempt to cash in on the success of carmageddon, with the same gameplay and graphics. it was so blatant that it was impossible to sell it to a publisher, and it was released independently. a pain in the neck! carmageddon max damage was the name the cult of

carmageddon players gave their game. a cheap, horrible clone of the first carmageddon game. the original carmageddon game was a top-down racer with a lot of humour, but carmageddon: max damage had no humour, and was a top-down racer with horrible graphics. it was an abomination that tried to cash in on the popularity of the first game. an absolute, guaranteed disappointment! carmageddon is something of a cult in the racing community. it was one of the first games of its kind, and it still is today. carmageddon was a top-down racer with a lot of humour, but
carmageddon: max damage had no humour, and was a top-down racer with horrible graphics. it was an abomination that tried to cash in on the popularity of the first game.
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